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(1) Foundation to Immanuel Kant’s Deontology Theory

There is an influential ethical approach that is called deontological. The words deontology is derived from the Greek words for duty (deon) and science (or study) of (logos). In contemporary moral philosophy, deontology is one of those kinds of normative theories regarding which choices are morally required, forbidden, or permitted. In other words, deontology falls within the domain of moral theories that guide and assess our choice of what we ought to do (Deontic theories), in contrast to virtue theories. Fundamentally deontological theory is meant to guide and assess what kind of person (in terms of character traits) we are and should be. And within that domain, deontology, those who subscribe to deontological theories of morality stand in opposition to consequential theories. Deontological theories judge the states of affairs those agents. Deontologists of all types hold that some choices cannot be justified by their effects—that no matter how morally good their consequences are some choices are morally forbidden. On deontological accounts of morality, agents cannot make certain wrong choice even if by doing so the number of wrong choices will be minimized. For deontologists, what makes a choice right is its conformity with moral norms. Such norms are to be simply obeyed by each moral agent, such norm keepings are not to be maximized by each agent. In this sense, for deontologists, the right has priority over the good. If an act is not in accordance with the right, it may not be undertaken, no matter the good that it might produce.

Kant developed the deontological ethical systems that are measured by rightness of the rules rather than the end results. Kant stressed the importance of basic rules or principles that governed the decisions. He believed in good will. The moral person should have good will and that he takes ethical decisions based on what is right. He does not regard the consequences of his decision. The decision maker should discharge his duty. The question arises here what is right? Kant proposed the decision making by universal laws or universal truths which he called categorical imperatives.
The Kantian theories involve universal rights, namely, freedom of speech, right to privacy, freedom of consent, freedom of conscience, freedom of selection. He considered each individual free to make his own decisions, his own rules at his own will. Kant also suggested some rules which are very common to all scholars long ago. They are as follows:

1. Be kind to all fellow human beings
2. Look at yourself before you criticize others,
4. What you do not want others to do to you, do not do it to others.
5. Wealth and assets should be possessed by the right means.

If any philosopher is regarded as central to deontological moral theories, it is surely Kant. Each of the branches of deontological ethics is agent centered and this can be claimed to have its root in Kant. The agent centered deontologist follow Kant’s their which says that moral quality of acts lie in the principles or maxims according to which the agent acts. Hence they do not belong to act of having. For Kant, the only thing unqualifiedly good is a good will. Kant believed the only thing ‘good in itself (intrinsically good, not good in relation to something else) is a good will. A good will, according to Kant, is one that faced with a choice between acting out of inclination (because it wants to do it) and acting out of reverence for the law’ would always choose the latter. To act on inclination, for Kant, is to act on a hypothetically imperative, that is, one that binds us conditionally on our having a particular inclination. To act out of reverence for the law is to act on a categorical imperative, that is, one that binds us unconditionally, irrespective of our desires. We act morally, says Kant’s, only when we act on a categorical imperatives.

Deontological moral theory is a non-consequential moral theory. While consequentialism believes that the end always justifies the means, deontologists assert that the rightness of an action is not simply dependent on maximizing the good, if that action goes against what is considered to be moral. Morality has an inherent nature. Deontologists generate restrictions against maximizing the good when it is detrimental to you. For example, one does not need to impoverish one’s self to the point of worthlessness simply to satisfy one’s moral obligations. Deontologist can be looked at as a generally flexible moral theory that allows for self-interpretation but like all other theories studied thus far, there are arguments which one can make against its reasoning. One objection to deontological moral theory is that the theory yields only absolutes and cannot always justify its standpoints. Actions are either classified as right or wrong with no allowance for a grey area. Furthermore, the severe guidelines tend to conflict with commonly accepted action. For example, lying is always considered morally wrong, even white lies,’’ Therefore, one must not lie even if it does more good.

Deontologists are not slaves of maximization. The simple must uphold certain morals that would overall benefit society. Morals are an important aspect of making the decisions and one should always consider the means but the end should also be taken into account. Each situation is unique and needs to be assessed on an individual basis taking into consideration both of moral and of maximizing the good. Morals are also not always concrete. Relativists contend that each group of people may contain different morals. From that opinion, one may assert that morals themselves are not absolute. Still, deontological moral theory provides a strong base for making correct decision.
Deontology creates a valuable beginning for a strong moral theory. One can simply interpret the theory less strictly. Deontology can be a quite appealing theory when not taken so literally and clearly. One has morals which considered more important than others. If the theory is adjusted appropriately, the notion of moral dilemmas is eliminated and one would be allowed to lie if it saved lives. Deontology when looked at loosely is simply a moral theory that says that we have morals and we need to consider them when making decisions. Therefore, one may conclude that the overall principles of deontology are correct and that this moral theory should not be dismissed.

(2) Kant’s Universalism and Categorical Imperatives

Discussion of the people and importance of duty have mostly taken place in the context of a debate between deontological and consequentialist theories of morality that advocate that certain acts can be judged to be right or wrong in themselves. Kant’s own view provides an example of such a theory. In contrast, a consequentialist theory holds that the rightness or wrongness of an act is to be judged in terms of the consequences that it produces. An example of a consequentialist theory would be the argument that every action ought to maximize happiness and minimize unhappy states of affairs. John Rawls and Charles argued that the concepts of right and duty ought to be central to any moral theory, while utilitarian such as R.M.Hare and other consequentialists, argued that duties are important only in so far as they indicate those acts which promote good state of affairs. Alasdair McIntyre and Bernard Williams, say that moral philosophy has the right to concern itself more with a description of the conditions of human life and less with traditional concepts of duty and obligation. There is a great insight of Kant regarding morality based on universalisability which says that we should not carve out exceptions for ourselves. What we do should be able to be done by everyone. To understand the concept of universalisability we need to understand that there is a moral law which obliges everyone. Each and everyone experiences obligation as per duty. We may have obligation. The only way to explain why humans think that they have to live up to certain obligation is that there is a universal moral law which commands or orders or demands that everyone line up to their duties.

Before we understand the categorical imperative, first of all let me analyse what is imperative in general? We can see Kant’s account of imperatives in its proper perspectives only when we have grasped his theory of the subjective and objective principles of practical reason and of their relation to different kinds of goodness. The objective principles of practical reason need not also be subjective principles, that is, they need not be the maxims on which we act. Our practical experience arises from the fact that our inclinations may be ‘obstacles and hindrances’ to practical reason. The objective principles of practical reason are always principles of some kind of goodness appear to us as principles of obligation, such as, in the form of as commands or imperatives. The objective principles thus appear as commands or imperatives. A command is wholly external, whereas the objective principles of practical reason are manifestations of our own rational nature. Morality can be mere obedience to the commands of the state or even of God. Nevertheless the affinity between obligation and command is shown by the common tendency to express moral and other obligations using the imperative mood. Kant’s definition of an imperative is as follows: “The conception of an objective principle, so far as it is necessitation for a will, is called a command (of reason), and the formula of the command is called an imperative”.32
The categorical imperative or command is the universal moral law, which means that it is categorical, unyielding, and it is demanding. It doesn’t allow for excuses and hence it is unconditional. Categorical imperatives must be compared to hypothetical imperative or command. A hypothetical imperative is a conditional imperative. It commands a certain kind of behaviour only if you want to achieve some goal. Example “You can expect a good harvest if you seed the soil properly and timely”. But if you don’t want a good harvest, then there is no need to seed the soil properly and timely. The hypothesis here is an imperative whose force depends on our having the appropriate desire. This can be seen from the following imaginary dialogue.” If you want to run in the London Marathon, you ought to state training. This is hypothetical imperative. “But I don’t want to run in the London Marathons.” Well in that case, you have no reason to start training”. There are two kinds of hypothetical imperatives which Kant calls, technical imperative means the chosen end and the other is assertor imperative means to have same thing. Assertor imperatives appeal to desire that human beings tend naturally to share health and happiness. The assertor imperatives are carrying more general force than hypothetical imperatives do.

In contrast to both kinds of hypothetical imperatives, there are categorical imperatives, for example, “you ought to visit your neighbor in hospital, because you have promised to do so.” The issue involved here is whether you want to visit or not, you ought to keep your promises. This is called categorical imperative statement. As per categorical imperative, Kant thought we have reached the heart of morality. Categorical imperatives transcend our wants and desires by presenting a rational principle of action in the light of which desires themselves are to be assessed. The principles of conduct are overriding, that is, they take precedence over other sorts of consideration when we are deciding what to do. Overriding character of moral considerations is what makes Kant’s conception of categorical imperatives appealing. Kant’s categorical imperatives say that we should always act in such a way that we can turn it into a maxim of our action to become a universal law. Kant’s answer to the question “ what makes a moral act right? “ is that an act is morally right if and only if we can will it to become a universal law of conduct. By maxim, Kant means the subjective principle of an action. Morality of any maxim depends on whether we can logically develop it to become a universal law. Kant insists that a moral rule be consistently universalizable. That is saying that moral rules are categorical and not hypothetical. As per categorical imperative argument, example if we don’t want to go to medical school, then the necessity to take biology does not apply to us. In the contrast, Kant’s imperative is categorical it commands unconditionally. That is, it is necessarily binding on every one, regardless of his or her specific goals or desires, regardless of consequences. A categorical imperative takes the form of “Do this” or “Don’t do that”. Kant’s three significant formulations of the categorical imperatives are:

1. Act only according to that maxim by which you can also will that it would become a universal law.
2. Act in such a way that you always treat humanity, whether in your own person or in the person of any other, never simply as a means, but at the same time as an end.
3. Act as though you were, through your maxim, a law-making member of a kingdom of ends.
(3) Concept of Kant’s good will and its results on Duty

Immanuel Kant was one of the greatest moral philosophers in all times. Kant’s deontological theory is a profound theory which influences many duty-minded philosophers or professionals. The concept of goodwill is the only thing that is good without qualification. For example, take anything other than a good will that we normally regard as good. We can imagine that in every case, we are not accompanied by good will. A situation like this will make the world worse rather than better. Therefore, none of these things is good without qualification.35

Before we try to define some of the important concepts of Kant’s, first of all let me try to clear the concept of will and good as per Kant’s opinion. As per Kant, ‘will’ is not the same as merely wishing it or desiring it or having an inclination towards it. To will is to choose or decide upon a course to action. Kant understood that the concept of will is rational for rational thinking. When we choose or decide something, we need to follow certain maxims or principle of action. And it is impossible to will a contradiction or anything that we know to be impossible. A good will is a morally good will, that is, a morally good decision to act on a maxim. Such an act of willing is good. An action is good only if it is done for the sake of doing what one recognizes it to be one’s moral duty.

The very idea of goodness of a good will is not derived from the goodness of which it produces. The condition of goodness and its product will not be the sources of unconditional goodness which belongs to a good will alone. A good will continues to have its own unique goodness, even where, by some misfortune, it is unable to produce the results at which it aims. There is nothing in this to suggest that for Kant a good will does not aim at producing results.36 He holds, on the contrary, that a good will must aim at producing results.

Action that accord with duty are contrary to all our inclination. For example, the person who is suffering from terminal disease still but refrains from committing suicide on principles. The sense of duty presents him to do such act. We mean action not from inclination but from a sense of duty. Many of Kant’s critics accuse him of being a moral fanatic because they allege that Kant denies that any action performed on the basis of inclination one have moral worth. If this were so, very few actions indeed would have moral worth.37 For the genuinely saintly persons; none of their actions would have moral worth. Kant does not have to be so extreme. He can acknowledge the possibility of acting from duty in cases where duty and inclination coincide if we apply the following, counterfactual test. Would the person have done the action that coincides with duty even if he or she had no inclination to perform it? In other words, is the person’s sense of moral duty strong enough to lead them to acts he should, regardless of his desires and inclinations.

Kant argues that the highest form of good is good will. To have good will is to perform one’s duty. To have good will is to perform which are morally forbidden. Kant said we should perform our duty because consider it to become duty. Hence we shall not perform duty for any other reason. To perform an action out of desire for any self-indulgent consequence is not a morally good action. Duty is good in itself.

Kant believed that we should act out of duty and not out of emotion. A human action is not morally good because we feel it’s good, or because it is in our own self interest. Even if duty demanded the same action, but it was done for motives such as compassion, the act would be a good act, but the person would not be moral. Kant said to a system of ethics based on reason and not intuition, a moral person must be a rational being. Being good means having a good will. A good will is when I do my duty for the sake of that duty. I do
my duty because it is right, and for no other reason. Kant explained that to act out of duty was doing actions which were morally obligatory and not to person those that are forbidden.

(4) Deontological Duty based Ethics and Obligation

(a) Kinds of Duty

As per the practical Principle of Kant, we can show the distinction between perfect and imperfect duties. When we think about this principle in a negative way, it forbids us to use rational agents merely as a means and so to override the rational wills of moral agents in order to merely satisfy our own inclination. We can say that this is the basis of perfect duties. This forbids in few doing such wrong things as murder, violence, and fraud, and also suicide and lying. It lays the root cause of Kant’s philosophy of legal obligation. There is need to think this principle in a positive way. It bids us to act on the maxim of furthering the ends of rational agents. There is a room for discretion. The positive interpretation is, for Kant, the basis of positive and ethical, as opposed to legal is obligatoriness.

We may transgress perfect duties by treating any person merely as a means. We transgress imperfect duties by failing to treat a person as an end, even though we do not actively treat him as a means. The difference between duties to self and duties to others is commonly recognized, though in some aspects it is not easy to account such a difference. Kant very systematically explains this difference with regard to imperfect duties by insisting that our duty to us is to seek an end to our own nature and moral perfection but not our happiness. On the other hand our duty to others is to seek an end to their happiness but not their perfection. It may, however, be our duty to seek our own happiness as a means to our moral welfare. It may be our duty to seek the moral welfare. Kant marks his distinction also in another way. In the case of perfect duties we are obliged to perform a definite act, for example, to pay something which we owe. In the case of imperfect duties we are bound to act only on a maxim. Although we ought to act on the maxim of benevolence, it is left to our discretion to decide whom we ought to help, and to what extent we ought to help. If we have perfect and imperfect duties both to ourselves and to others, duties are thereby classified into four main kinds. The objective of Kant’s illustrations is to show that each kind of duty falls under the Formula of Law of Nature. Maxims opposed to perfect duties cannot even be conceived as laws of nature without contradiction. Maxims opposed to imperfect duties can be conceived as laws of nature, but could not be willed as such without contradiction.

(b) Understanding Duty based Ethics

Duty-based ethics are labeled deontological by philosophers. Some explanation is in order. The etymology of deontology reveals that ‘deon’, comes from the Greek word which means obligatory or necessary. Generally speaking ‘de’- means ‘of’ and ‘ont’ pertains to ‘being’ so we are ultimately speaking about something being necessary based upon “the way things are”. ‘Logy’ comes from the Greek logos and pertains to both speech and theory, hence our word logic. The word deontological pertains to theory of binding duty or obligation. Such theories are also called ‘a priori’ in that they are based upon knowledge gained prior to experience. No concrete lived-through experience is required in order to derive these duties deductively from reason.
Deontological ethical theory concerns with duty. As per the Kant’s principle, people behave ethically as they find that it is their solemn duty to do so. The duty of the parents is to protect the life and interests of their children independent of consequences. Parents must take appropriate measures for that. As given in the example, Prince Alex and Daniel Raj are small childs under the care of his parents. It is first and foremost duty of his father and mother to see that Prince Alex and Daniel Raj survive. They need to save the life of Prince Alex Daniel Raj from any evil. Their main concern is to save their sons and thus should be their primary duty. They should do it not for any other considerations. Since, the parent’s duty is to try to save the life of their minor offspring; they do that without having any expectation or the consequences. This theory is based on the concept of duty. As per Kant, ethics does not depend upon intuition or emotion; rather it depends upon rational basis of the interaction. The concept of “good will” plays a cardinal role in the framework of Kant. People having good will are motivated to do the right thing towards others without expecting any consequences or results. Kant also claims three types of reasons in the light of which a person performs his duty. There are:

1. A person may do his duty out of self interest. He does what is right and not because that he enjoys in doing it. He does it because it will get him something that he wants.
2. A person may carry out his duty motivated by direct inclination, that is, by the immediate satisfaction or pleasure it gives him.
3. A person may do something simply because he believes that it is the correct thing to do and, there is, conforms to the moral standards.

We are in the two different worlds which are called the phenomenal and the noumenal world. In phenomenal world what happens is recorded, registered by the human sense of experiences that he accumulates through living the life of human being. The noumenon world is the world of ought and should. The individual enjoy a pure life through giving moral reasons extended to their logical ends. The noble action remains noble or not depending upon the nature and objective behind the action itself. The action ceases to be noble if it is initiated basically to satisfy the selfish interests of the person. If action is initiated from the sense of duty or from a moral will that could be branded by a good will and an action with adequate and proper goodwill make one noble.

The degree of nobility depends upon ones ability to integrate goodwill with experience or a sense of duty. Human being has the capacity to apply moral judgment which segregates segregation the ought to’s from the ought not’s. Based on one’s basic sense of duty or the grounding of the moral judgment one does ethical or unethical action. Moral imperatives are the commands of the soul. From the command of the soul, the moral law emerges that extends to the extremes of the moral reasons and establishes or tends to establish a sense of duty. This, obviously, is the sense of action initiated or fostered by the moral principles. Moral principles therefore, are based on universal principle of ought irrespective of any choices. Actions are not judged on the basis of the results but on the basis of their conformity to the standards of duty. Morality is not properly the doctrine of how we may ourselves feel happy but how we may make ourselves worthy of happiness. Kant wants human beings to be placed above the beasts with the emphasis on duty over beauty, morality above happiness. The final target would be to create a moral society or ideal community of rational
beings who tend to apply the state of perfection in the state of imperfection. A society fostered by the sense of
duty, is what would be the ideal society in ethical terms.

(d) **Deontology Ethics and Duty**

What sorts of duties do deontological theorists endorse? Deontologists normally recognized two classes of
duties. (1) General obligations, and (2) Special obligations. General obligations include many of the
commandments endorsed by Christian religious thinking, including prohibitions in lying, cheating breaking
promises murdering, and torturing. One might say that they are general because they are owned by to all
human beings. By contrast, special obligations are those obligations which are derived from one’s having
made a promise or signed a contract, or as result of occupying a social role such as being a manager or a
doctor or a parent. It is easy to see that these obligations do not bind everyone in the same way. If one has
made a promise to do something, say, to do the work in the right way, this gives you a reason to do it, a reason
which does not bind someone who has not promised. Similarly, a manager is required to perform certain
actions in virtue of being a manager. This entails that the identity of the agent often seems relevant to
ascertaining what he or she is obligated to do.

(e). **Deontology and the Obligation to obey the Law**

We can argue that one of our deontological duties is the duty to obey the law. Another side of this
argument is that any duty to obey the law depends on whether the law possesses practical authority, which for
some is a contingent matter, and for others is impossibility. Almost everyone, however, believes that law has
a very important moral function, namely, settling what one ought to do and thereby averting the moral costs of
unpredictable conduct, failures of coordination, decision-making costs, and outright conflict. Law
accomplishes this moral function by making otherwise abstract moral requirements determinate and thus
capable of predictably guiding and coordinating conduct. It makes abstract moral requirements determinate
through blunt rules, the application of which turns on a few easily ascertainable facts.

Blunt legal rules perform their moral function by ignoring facts that would otherwise be morally
significant. This means that in some, perhaps, many, instances, the rules will prescribe penalties for those who
violate them for morally compelling though for legally immaterial reasons. And this in turn means that for the
sake of morally good consequences, law seemingly mandates penalizing those who do not act morally. Two
items of interest to deontology generally have come out of the literature on legal obligation. One is the
analysis of non-consequentialist obligations crucial to deontologists of any stripe. A prominent analysis of the
structure of such obligations has been interims of “exclusionary reason”, reasons that do not outweigh
competing reasons but rather exclude them from counting. A second is a sensitive version of agent-relative
reason. On one view of the matter, officials may have reasons to enforce laws even though that same reason
may fail to obligate those against whom the laws will be enforced to obey the laws. Thus, it creates a
“normative gap” between official acting on their official roles and ordinary citizens.
Conclusion:

The divine command theory is actually a cluster of related theories that state that an action is right if God has decreed that it is right. Moral obligations arise from God’s commands. The divine command theory is a form of deontology because, according to it, the rightness of any action depends upon that action being performed because it is a duty, not because of any good consequences arising from that action. If God commands people not to work on the Sabbath, because God has commanded that they do not do so. If they do not work on the Sabbath because they are lazy, their action is not, truly speaking right, even though the actual physical action performed is the same. If God commands that you shall not covet your neighbor’s goods, then even if coveting improves people’s motivation to achieve things in life, you should not covet your neighbor’s goods. Moreover, a world where people coveted their neighbor’s goods could not be considered good even if people prefer to live in such a place.
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